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Self-assembly of White-light Emitting Polymer with Aggregation Induced Emission Enhancement using Simplified Derivatives of Tetraphenylethylene†

Ezhakudiyan Ravindran,a,b Elumalai Varathan,a,b Venkatesan Subramanian,a,b,c and Narayanasasti Somanathan*a,b,c

White-light emitting materials and devices have gained a great deal of interest and play an important role in the next generation solid-state lighting applications. The unique aggregation-induced emission (AIE) route offers a forthright solution to the bottle neck problem of aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) in the solid state. A significant fluorescence enhancement was realized by tailoring a new luminogen (22,2’2)-3,3’-((9,9-dihexyl-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyi)bis(3,1-phenylene))bis(2-(4-bromophenyl)-3-phenacylonitrile) (FBPAN) based on AIE strategy, which exhibits yellow fluorescence with high quantum yield of 63.41%. Electroluminescence characteristics with maximum luminance, current and power efficiency of 16673 cd/m², 9.32 cd/A and 5.88 lm/W, respectively were obtained for FBPAN. The white light emitting polymers were obtained by the copolymerization of 9,9-dihexylfluorene host with FBPAN moiety as a covalent dopant. A bright white light emission with high quantum yield of 80.2% was obtained from the copolymer FBPAN 0.5, which contained 0.5% FBPAN. Importantly, the copolymers exhibit, an enhanced emission upon aggregation, even at low compositions of FBPAN. A careful inspection reveals that the enhanced emission in the solid state is due to the formation of “I-aggregates” with ordered supramolecular self-assembly. Interestingly, the copolymer FBPAN 0.5 exhibits unique ordered flower shaped self-assembly and significantly reduces the charge trapping due to balanced charge transport. As a result, bright and high efficient white light emission was achieved with Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) coordinates of (0.32, 0.31) and maximum luminance, current and power efficiency of 13455 cd/m², 7.56 cd/A and 5.32 lm/W, respectively. The copolymers possess very low turn-on voltage in the range of 1.5 to 3 V.

Introduction

The more recent and emerging fields of organic and molecular electronics materials have resulted in the development of smart materials and devices that find various applications in the modern era. Among the materials developed light emitting diodes based on organic fluorophore/polymer are particularly important since the energy consumption in OLEDs is much less compared to that of conventional fluorescent light.1 Specifically, white organic light emitting materials and devices (WOLED) have drawn massive interest in both scientific and industrial communities and play an important role in the next generation solid state lighting applications.2,3 The extensive progression of the materials, the simple device structure, and the light-extraction mechanisms have enabled tremendous advancement in WOLED efficacy over the recent years.4 In general, for ideal white light emission, one can mix an appropriate ratio of three primary colors (red, green and blue, (RGB)), or two complementary colors (yellow or orange and blue) to cover the entire visible spectral region (400–700 nm).5 Diverse strategies towards realizing polymer white light emitting diodes (PWLEDs) such as single-layer polymer-blend system and the multilayer-device system,7 have been reported in both organic and organometallic chemistry. However, the aforementioned systems have several drawbacks: (i) the complications can arise if crystallization and the order change occur in the film morphology during device operation, (ii) The interfacial mixing of different layers (undesired energy transfer between the chromophores) and the intrinsic phase separation during long-term device function.8 The above mentioned limitations can however be minimized if the devices are made with a single polymer emissive layer. White light emitting single-polymer (WLEPs) are of great interest in the field of
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Results and discussion

Optical properties of monomer and copolymers

The photophysical properties of the FBPAN monomer and copolymers were investigated in solution and thin film state. In the current study, various feed ratio of the FBPAN unit was introduced into the copolymers and are labeled as FBPAN 0.5, FBPAN 1, FBPAN 5, FBPAN 10, FBPAN 25, FBPAN 50. The characteristics absorption spectra of molecularly dissolved in diluted THF (solution) and aggregated species (thin film) were recorded, which are shown in Fig 1 (a) and (b), and the corresponding spectroscopic and dynamic decay data are summarized in Table 1. In solution, the monomer FBPAN showed absorption maximum at 361 nm with a molar absorptivity of 1.91x10^4 dl·g⁻¹·cm⁻¹.

![Scheme 1](image)

**Scheme 1** Design and synthesis of AIEgen with derivatives of tetrphenylethylene based Yellow-emitting monomer (FBPAN) and Suzuki polymerization with 9,9'-dihexylfluorene done with varying feed ratios of FBPAN moiety. (i) Pd(PPH3)4, K2CO3 (2M), Toluene/Water reflux for 48 hrs. (ii) NaH/Benzene reflux for 3hrs. (iii) Pd(PPH3)4, NaHCO3, reflux for 72 hrs.

light-emitting devices, as they can offer numerous contrast advantages, such as simple device architecture, low cost device fabrication, and ease of scaling up without any problems by solution processing. Recently, we reported polyfluorene (PF) based WLEPs, whose backbone was decorated with a yellow emitting moiety; these polymers showed aggregation induced emission enhancement (AIEE) and efficient electroluminescence with high brightness.

Over the past few years, several groups including our’s have developed a number of luminogens with AIE characteristics as emitters to endeavor OLEDs. The conventional organic luminophores are flat molecules with discotic shapes, which give better emission when molecularly dissolved in polar solvent. These flat structures induce strong π-π stacking interactions and thereby quench the emission intensity in solid state. This notorious phenomenon is called as aggregation caused quenching (ACQ). ACQ or any non radiative processes in the solid state, are still bottleneck obstacles for researchers to acquire efficient luminescent materials. The phenomenon AIE or AIEE mechanism was coined for the first time by Tang et al., who demonstrated it with a series of siloles and showed that these molecules could emit efficiently in the solid state, although they are completely non-emissive in the solution.

The widely accepted mechanism for this AIE or AIEE phenomenon is restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR), and twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT). Moreover, hydrogen bond formation, organic ion pair formation and photo induced electron transfer are also known to be operate in AIE or AIEE. Notably, the AIE organic materials have received great attention in the field of OLEDs and the luminogens possess good emissive properties in the aggregate state. Till date, a variety of fluorophores with AIE characteristics have attracted much interest in multifunctional platform to contrast applications in biological cell imaging, bio/chemo sensors and particularly optoelectronic devices. Among the various AIE luminogens, tetrphenylethene (TPE) holds a modest molecular structure and shows a remarkable AIE effect with high fluorescence quantum yield. However, systematic studies focusing on the AIEE moiety incorporated into the copolymers to get efficient white light emission, are still scarce. Hence, to explore the influence of AIE moiety on the solid state emissions of the polymer, we designed and synthesized a new and simple architecture of yellow emitting, (22,2'Z)-3,3',3''-(9,9-dihexyl-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyl)bis(4,1-phenylene)bis(2-(4-bromophenyl)-3-phenylacrylo nitrile) (FBPAN) AIEE moiety. This AIEE active material retains the attractive properties of enhanced emission in the aggregate state. A series of copolymers were synthesized by palladium-catalyzed Suzuki cross-coupling polymerization of AIEE monomer with a blue host 9,9-dihexylfluorene (DHF), (Scheme 1).

It is worth mentioning here that there have been limited reports on the white light emitting copolymers comprising of AIEE active unit, which enables fine tuning of the photophysical and electroluminescent properties of the resulting polymers.
Nevertheless, the white light emission of dihexylfluorene in FBPAN can act as effective support for the organization of acceptor unit along with conjugated copolymer backbone. When the THF solution of FBPAN and the copolymers was irradiated with a UV lamp (365 nm excitation), a very weak emission was observed. However, the FBPAN monomer and the copolymers are all converted into much strong emitters in their aggregated state (thin film) as shown in Fig 2(c) (solution) and (b) (thin film). These results indicate that these copolymers have acquired AIEE characteristic owing to the presence of AIEE-active FBPAN moiety in the backbone and validates our design strategy. In order to verify the AIEE characteristics of copolymers we investigated the typical photoluminescence (PL) behavior in the solution and aggregate state.

In solution state, the lowest composition of copolymers (FBPAN 0.5 – FBPAN 10) exhibited two emission maxima, centered at ~ 415 and ~ 472 nm respectively, corresponding to the emission of poly(9,9-dihexylfluorene)-2,7-diyl (DHFP) and FBPAN unit as shown in Fig 1(c) and Table 1. Nevertheless, FBPAN 50 showed only one emission peak centered around 448 nm, which indicates that there is a partial resonance energy transfer between DHFP and FBPAN moiety. The photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) of FBPAN 0.5, FBPAN 1, FBPAN 5, FBPAN 10, FBPAN 25, FBPAN 50 and FBPAN in oxygen-free THF are 63.9, 59.5, 62.2, 31.5, 16.0, 1.5 and 0.8 respectively, as shown in Table 1. Notably, the common decreasing trend of solution quantum yield clearly suggests that the increase in the fraction of an AIEE-active moiety in the composition of the copolymers reduces the fluorescence emission as anticipated. This is pictorially represented in Fig 2 (c).

In thin film, the normalized PL spectra of monomer and copolymers spectra are shown in Fig 1 (d). The emission spectra of the films are in contrast to those of the solutions as expected. The emission spectra of all the copolymers, except FBPAN 0.5, showed only one peak in the range of 445-530 nm. The copolymer of FBPAN 50 exhibited a predominant emission at 530 nm, which is 85 nm red shifted in the emission maximum compared to that of the lowest composition in this series (FBPAN 0.5). The gradual bathochromic shift of the emission maximum is attributed to the self-quenching of the emission from fluorene segment and the concomitant energy transfer to the FBPAN segments leading to predominantly long wavelength emission with enhanced quantum yield in thin film state as shown in Fig 2 (b) and Table 1. In addition, the energy transfer becomes significant with increasing the feed ratios of FBPAN moieties in thin film state lead to long wavelength emission. Interestingly the copolymer FBPAN 0.5 showed two characteristic emission peaks with high absolute photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) in thin film state originating from the polyfluorene segments and FBPAN segments. Nevertheless, the white light emitting copolymer FBPAN 0.5, (minimum composition of FBPAN units) controls the intensity of long wavelength emission and elicited dual emission at ~ 445 nm and ~ 492 nm with enhanced PLQY of 80.2% as shown in Fig 1 (d) and Fig 2 (a). As a result, bright white light emission was observed for FBPAN 0.5 with PL CIE.

The copolymers, however exhibited a slight red shift in absorption maxima with a concomitant spectral broadening, which is attributed to the spectral overlap of polyfluorene and FBPAN segments.

In thin film, the absorption spectrum of FBPAN was red shifted by 20 nm towards the longer wavelength compared to that of solution. Similar to the solution, the absorption spectrum of the copolymers was red shifted with associated spectral broadening as the composition of polymer was enriched with FBPAN. The absorption maximum of FBPAN 0.5 was observed at 385 nm while that of FBPAN 50 at 405 nm. So FBPAN 50 showed 20 nm red shifted in the absorption maximum compared to that of the lowest composition in this series (FBPAN 0.5) and 36 nm red shift to its solution spectrum. The former observation is attributed to the increased fraction of the yellow emitting FBPAN in the polymer backbone while the later to the strong aggregates in the condensed phase. Derivatives of fluorene are known to be good energy donors for Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) because of their proper HOMO–LUMO energy levels and deserving absolute quantum yield in both solution and thin film state. Hence, in the designed polymers, the middle
coordinates of (0.30, 0.31), which is quite close to those of pure white light (0.33, 0.33). Moreover, the energy transfer becomes more efficient as we fine-tune the fraction of FBPAN moiety and high emission of FBPAN moiety leads to gradual redshift in thin film for all copolymers.28

The fluorescence life time decay experiments of the monomer and copolymers in solutions and thin films were carried out to identify the significance of aggregation on the dynamics decay of the excited state29 and the corresponding decay profiles are shown in Fig 3 (a) and (b). The monomer of FBPAN when monitored and the aggregates exhibited biexponential decay ($\chi^2 = 1.09$) with life time values of 1.73 ns (32.05%) and 2.95 ns (67.95%) in solution; the thin film also shows biexponential decay ($\chi^2 = 1.16$) with life time values of 0.68 ns and 2.75 ns and the corresponding amplitudes are 41.25% and 58.75% respectively. In order to quantify the dynamics decay of the excited state, we carried out the life time decay experiments of the monomer FBPAN was investigated in THF solution (THF). The fluorescence decay profiles are shown in Fig S11 (†SI) and Table 1. In thin film, all the copolymers elucidate short lived and long lived species in the range of nano second. However, in thin film while increasing the feed ratios of monomer the percentage distribution of the decay channels found to be drastically decreased.

**Study of aggregation induced emission enhancement**

A large number of AIE luminogens enclosing cyano groups have been established.24 Cyano group has been widely used as a functional unit in the architecture of optical functional materials. In the present study, we carefully examined the photo physical properties of monomer and copolymers. To investigate the AIEE traits of monomer and copolymers, UV-visible and fluorescent behaviors were studied through addition of a non-solvent such as water into the solution of fluorophore in good solvent. The absorption spectra of FBPAN upon addition of water to its THF solution showed very little change and a slight red shift was observed along with a spectral broadening Fig 5S13 (g) (†SI). This phenomenon is well reported in literature for D-A luminogens and is attributed to twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state. In addition, we carried out the Lipper–Mataga study with different polarity of the solvent to confirm the TICT effect as shown in Figure S11 (†SI).30 The AIEE characteristics of the monomer FBPAN was investigated in THF–water mixture with varying amount of water fractions ($f_w$) as shown in Fig 4 (a). The monomer FBPAN shows very weak emission maxima at 416 nm, when molecularly dissolved in THF. The fluorescence intensity was found to decrease with increasing $f_w$, which is attributed to the increasing polarity of the medium that facilitates stabilization of charge transfer state by micro-
mechanistic understanding of FBPAN monomer (AIEE active) having the molecular architecture of one conjugated stator carrying multiple aryl peripheral rotors with strong electron withdrawing group, which attribute to the formation of “J-aggregates” and restrictions of intra molecular rotation upon aggregate, induces the emission enhancement in aggregate states. In order to determine the AIEE characteristics of FBPAN, the absolute photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) was measured through integrating sphere and dynamic light scattering measurements were recorded in solutions of FBPAN in different THF-water mixtures. The PLQY of FBPAN in pure THF is as low as 1.9% (Fig 4 (a)) and the corresponding hydrodynamic radius (Rh) is 92.64 nm as shown in Fig 5 (a) and Fig S15 (†SI). However, the PLQY is 32.8%, when \( f_w \) reaches 95% (Fig 4 (a)) and the corresponding results from DLS experiment elucidate the presence of a broad peak at 533 nm (100%) (Fig 5 (a)). This indicates that the formation of aggregate thus induced emission enhancement; in additional words, FBPAN is undeniably AIEE active. The UV illuminated photographs of FBPAN in pure THF (0% \( f_w \)) and 95% \( f_w \) as shown in Fig 4 (a) (in right) clearly demonstrate the weak and strong emissions of the molecularly dissolved and aggregated species of FBPAN.

A similar AIEE behavior was also observed for the copolymers of FBPAN 50, FBPAN 25, due to the highest content of AIEE-active FBPAN unit present in that copolymer backbone as shown in Fig 4 (b) and (c). For this case a very weak PL intensity in pure THF solution for the reason that, derivatives of tetraphenylenethylene containing phenyl rings in the side-chain of the copolymers can still rotate to some extent in solution, which decays the excitation energy. On the other hand, in the aggregated state, the PL intensity increases sharply due to the concomitant red shift of the emission maximum and reached highest intensity when \( f_w = 95\% \). The emission maximum for 95% \( f_w \) (high \( f_w \)) in solution was observed at 534 nm, which is 118 nm red shifted compared to its pure THF emission maximum. This offers further evidence of nano aggregate formation in THF-water mixtures with highest percentage of \( f_w \). The
hand, the restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR) is often increased in the aggregate state, which blocks the nonradiative processes of the copolymers and improves the emission intensity in the aggregates.\(^3\) The emission intensity was found to decrease initially and further gradual emission enhancement with bathochromic shift was observed up to \(f_w = 90\%\) (maximum content of \(f_w\)) in THF-water mixtures. The result of bathochromic shift in emission compared to that in respective molecularly dissolved pure THF, indicates that the formation of “J-aggregates” that induces emission intensity in the aggregates state. The PLQY for aggregates is 42.4% and 24.7%, which is 13 and 14 fold higher than that of pure THF solution (before addition of water) and the corresponding DLS measurements showed an intense and broad peak at Rh value of 641 and 612 nm, respectively and low intensity peak at 5.5 and 72.04 nm respectively for FBPAN 50 and FBPAN 25 as shown in Fig S14. This means that the observed degree of emission quenching due to the aggregates of fluorene segment. However, increasing the \(f_w\) led to partial emission enhancement with a concomitant red shift as shown in Fig S14. Excitingly, the white light emitting copolymer of FBPAN 0.5 showed an enhanced emission with maximum intensity at 50% water in THF and the PL intensity reached 10 fold higher than that in pure THF. Significant enhancement in fluorescence absolute quantum yield was observed for \(f_w = 50\%\) (67.8%) and dynamic radii of FBPAN 0.5 show Rh value at 555 nm and it was broadened as shown in Fig 4 (d) and 5 (d). In addition to that result, a very narrow red shifted absorption bands with increasing percentage of water content. The bluish-white emission observed in aggregates of FBPAN 0.5 is in contrast, to white emission observed in thin film state. The above results clearly indicate the formation “J-aggregates”, which induce the PL intensity of FBPAN 0.5. The above elucidations clearly specify that the AIEE property of FBPAN was very effective even when feed ratio was as low as 0.5%. These verdicts confirm the presence of AIEE behavior even in low content of FBPAN in the copolymers. The results were verified by a control experiment, where PL spectra of poly 9,9-dihexylfluorene (DHFP) was studied in different THF-water mixtures as reported in our previous report.\(^3\)

**Investigation of supramolecular assembly**

In the past decades, architecture of supramolecular self-assembled materials for OLEDs and LCDs have gained a lot of attention and have been extensively studied.\(^3\),\(^8\) In general, supramolecularly designed polymers generate hierarchically well-ordered structures and properties through self-assembly, which has received varied interest in the fields of sustainable energy and medicine.\(^3\) In addition, formation of “J-aggregates” is of significant importance as it leads to well-defined supramolecular self-assembly and increased PLQY in both solution and solid state.\(^4\) Atomic force micrographs (AFM) and the morphological features were correlated with the grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) analysis. The FBPAN monomer and copolymer were studied on films deposited on ITO substrates to decrypt more details of the intermolecular interactions. As depicted in Fig 6 (c), FBPAN displays, sharp diffraction with replicating well crystalline character in nature. The intense degree of reflection (28) at 6.18 and 17.17°, corresponds to the d’ spacing of 14.36 and 5.16 Å respectively. Another less intense reflection observed 15.08°, corresponds to the d’ spacing of 5.86 Å; these findings suggests that some crystalline order maintaining in the molecular structure.\(^4\) This means that the observed degree of reflection for FBPAN monomer can be permitted to the crystallinity of the spin thin film. The SEM and AFM analysis also supported the crystalline nature of the monomer as shown in Fig 6 (a) and (b). The synthesized copolymers show highly ordered hallow spherical hierarchical supramolecular self-assemblies of micro scale morphologies, which contribute to overall functionality of improved device performance.\(^4\) The resulting supramolecular architectures consisting of well-ordered morphology for all copolymers contains different feed ratios of FBPAN monomer unit in the backbone as evidenced by SEM and AFM analyses as shown in Fig 7 (a) and Fig S16.\(^1\) It is clear from the above discussion that the morphological topographies varied as the feed ratios of the FBPAN units changed in the polymeric backbone. The copolymer of FBPAN 50, FBPAN 25, FBPAN 10 (high feed ratios of FBPAN units) showed uniform hallow spherical hierarchical...
supramolecular self-assemblies. Surprisingly, we noticed that the self-assemblies of white light emitting copolymer FBPAN 0.5 illustrated well defined “Flower shaped supramolecular self-assemblies (FSSS)” structure in spun thin films. The above observations are summarized using a schematic illustration in Fig 8. Furthermore, the FSSS structures were disturbed in the case of FBPAN 5 and FBPAN 1. This finding clearly indicates that the FBPAN monomer manifests the hierarchical assembly to the main chain of the copolymers. As expected the GIXRD pattern of the copolymers with low FBPAN content was similar to that of DHFP. However, GIXRD pattern completely changed when the feed ratio is above 5% (i.e., above FBPAN 5). A remarkable changes were observed in AFM morphology for white light emitting copolymer of FBPAN 0.5, which can be correlated with scattering at 2θ = 5.93° corresponding to the ‘d’ spacing of 14.9 Å, which is greater than that of experimental value for β-phase of dialkyl fluorene moieties (characteristically observed at 10.8 Å). In addition to the above reflection, a broad and intense diffractogram was observed for copolymer FBPAN 0.5 with reflection at 2θ = 19.85° (4.5 Å) corresponding to the amorphous hallow phase that is characteristic of fluorene polymers.46

![Figure 7](a) Typical AFM micrographs of synthesized copolymers (b) Corresponding GIXRD pattern of the synthesized copolymers.

![Figure 8](a) Structure and proposed schematic representation of J-aggregated ordered supramolecular self-assemblies of copolymers correlated with AFM morphology.
However, the characteristic reflection of 2θ values at 6.7 and 6.9° was also observed for the FBPAN 1 and FBPAN 5 with low feed ratios of FBPAN, respectively and the corresponding ‘d’ spacings are 13.2 and 12.8 Å which indicate a characteristic metastable β-phase accountable for enhanced quantum yield and thus justifying the high quantum yield for all copolymers in thin film state. The FBPAN monomer shows sharp and intense degree of reflection at 2θ = 6.18° corresponding to the ‘d’ spacing of 14.36 Å; however, broader reflection was observed in the case of FBPAN 50, FBPAN 25 and FBPAN 10 at 2θ, 6.68°, 5.93°, 6° respectively and the corresponding ‘d’ spacing of 13.22 Å, 14.89 Å, 14.72 Å. Notably, the typical amorphous hallow vanished in case of high feed ratios of FBPAN present in the copolymers. It is probable that the composition of FBPAN units in the 9,9-dihexylfluorene backbone induces a change in the supramolecular self-assemblies of the polymer chain. As a result, reduced feed ratios of FBPAN moieties can visualize the ordered flower shape supramolecular self-assemblies. So exhaustive understanding through AFM, SEM and GIXRD analyses revealed well crystalline order for FBPAN monomer, which is totally in contrast to that of copolymers as shown in Fig 6, 7 (a) and Fig S16 (†SI).

Structure of single polymer white OLEDs

A simple architecture of single polymer white organic light-emitting device (WOLED) reported here, has the device active layer, a solution-processed organic thin films, sandwiched between two charge-injecting contacts as shown in Fig 9. The external bias voltage is applied through an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass, which acts as an anode and Al that acts as cathode. The fabricated device is Al/Emissive polymer/PEDOT-PSS/ ITO. In a typical device fabrication, an approximately 70-100 nm thick layer of poly (ethylenedioxythiophene): poly (styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDOT: PSS), which acts as hole transporting layer was deposited on an ITO substrate. Then the copolymers of various composition of FBPAN, which was coated on PEDOT-PSS layer with thickness of 100 – 115 nm acts as an emissive layer shown in Fig 9 by using a spin-coating procedure that has been described previously. Finally a thin film of Al was coated to complete the device architecture.

Electrochemical and Single layer polymer device characteristics

Electrochemical properties and energy levels of monomer and copolymers are examined by cyclic voltammetry. In a typical three electrode system platinum disc, platinum wire and Ag/AgCl were used as working, counter and reference electrodes respectively. The cyclic voltammetry experiments were done with a thin film of copolymers using tetra-n-butylammoniumhexa-fluorophosphate ([Bu4N]PF6) (0.1 M) as supporting electrolyte in acetonitrile. All the copolymers exhibited quasi-reversible oxidation and reduction. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the copolymers were calculated using the empirical formula,

\[ E_{\text{HOMO}} = -(4.8 + E_{\text{oxn onset}}) \text{eV} \]

\[ E_{\text{LUMO}} = -(4.8 + E_{\text{red onset}}) \text{eV} \]

and the corresponding data are provided in Table S2 (†SI). The data clearly suggest that the band gap of the copolymers decreases as the fraction of FBPAN is increased. This apparently due to the addition of longer wavelength absorbing component of FBPAN in the copolymer backbone, which shifts the onset of absorption to higher wavelength and hence results in band-gap reduction. The energy level diagrams for the monomer and copolymers are depicted in Fig 10 (b).
In order to investigate the electroluminescent device properties of FBPAN monomer and the copolymers, we used to fabricate OLEDs with device configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polymer/Al by solution processing. The active emissive layer (polymers) sandwiched between two electrodes and PEDOT: PSS was chosen as a hole transporting layer. The monomer exhibited yellow EL while all the copolymers, except FBPAN 0.5 and FBPAN 1, showed yellow emission along with a spectral broadening. This result shows that incorporation of FBPAN to the polyfluorene backbone shifts the EL to the lower energy and also covering the entire visible region from 400 to 700 as shown in Fig. 11(a) and their CIE coordinates values are presented in Fig. 11(b).

Figure 11 (a) shows the EL spectrum of devices made from the FBPAN monomer and copolymers FBPAN 0.5, FBPAN 1, FBPAN 5, FBPAN 10, FBPAN 25, FBPAN 50. The EL spectrum of FBPAN was perceived to be broader than the PL spectrum, which can be attributed to the formation of electromer/excimer and the copolymers show appropriate red shift with spectral broadening while increasing the feed ratio of the FBPAN content. The device properties of FBPAN elucidate the maximum luminescence, current and power efficiencies are 16673 cd/m², 9.32 cd/A and 5.88 lm/W, respectively.

In order to perceive highly efficient white electroluminescence, the device with copolymer FBPAN 0.5 was fabricated. The device exhibited pure white light emission with Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) coordinates of (0.32, 0.31), which is very close to pure white light (0.33,0.33) with a very low turn on voltage of 1.4 V (Fig. 11 (b) and (d)). The maximum luminance of the white OLEDs fabricated from FBPAN 0.5 was found to be 13455 cd/m² at 9 V with maximum current and power efficiencies of 7.8 cd/A and 5.9 lm/W, respectively (Fig. 11 (c), (d) and Table S 2 (†SI)). As depicted in Fig. 11 (a), a close view of EL spectrum of copolymers showed a yellow emission for FBPAN 50 and FBPAN 25 with a CIE coordinate of (0.43, 0.45) and (0.37, 0.41), respectively and displayed a maximum luminous efficiency of 8.33, 5.33 lm/W and corresponding power efficiency found to be 9.12, 6.88 cd/A, respectively with a low turn on voltage of ~ 1.7 V. The maximum luminance observed for the copolymers FBPAN 50 and FBPAN 25 are 17342 and 10432 cd/m², respectively as shown in Table S 2 (†SI). These studies again support our design strategy that increasing the FBPAN content in the copolymers backbone, successfully cover the entire visible region and produce efficient white light emission, through an enhanced Forster energy transfer from blue emitting polyfluorene segments to the yellow emitting core.

![Figure 11](image-url)
The improved device performance of OLEDs with FBPAN 0.5 as the emissive layer can be attributed to the energy transfer from higher energy fluorene segments to lower energy of FBPAN segments. The EL and PL deconvolution spectra of FBPAN 0.5 are shown in (Fig S17 (a) (SI)). The PL emission deconvoluted into two components with blue and yellow with the corresponding peaks at 435, 491 and 492 nm, respectively (Fig S17 (a) (SI)). Interestingly, the EL deconvoluted spectrum of FBPAN 0.5 showed small red shifted peak maxima at 501 and 564. By scrutinizing carefully the EL and PL deconvolution spectra of the white light emitting copolymer FBPAN 0.5, it is found that they match very closely and the relative emission intensity between the higher energy blue host and lower energy of the covalent dopant in the EL spectra is similar to that in their PL spectra (Fig S 13 (b) (SI)).

Theoretical studies on monomer and copolymers

Density functional theory (DFT) and time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) approaches have been used to characterize electronic structure of the copolymers. The computational details are given in the supporting information. Optimized geometries of the model systems are shown in (Fig S18 (SI)). The calculated electron density distributions of frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) are depicted in (Fig 12). It is clear from (Fig 12) that, all the model systems exhibit clear charge separated state. Close analysis of these orbitals reveals that the HOMO is predominantly localized on the fluorene unit and the LUMO is concentrated on the 2-(4-bromophenyl)-3,3-biphenylacrylonitrile unit. Hence, this feature confirms that all the model systems exhibit clear charge separated state. In order to evaluate the charge transport properties of the copolymer, the reorganization energies of the oligomer were evaluated. The reorganization energy is a qualitative indication of the charge-transport rate (the lower the reorganization energy value, the higher the charge transport rate). The reorganization energies were evaluated by the adiabatic potential-energy surface approach described in detail in previous studies. The calculated hole (\(\lambda_h\)) and electron (\(\lambda_e\)) reorganization energies of FBPAN (dimer) are displayed in Table 2. It can be noticed from the results that the reorganization energy for hole transport (\(\lambda_h\)) is lower than that for electron transport (\(\lambda_e\)), which suggests that the hole transport performance of copolymer is more favorable than electron transport ability. However, difference between the \(\lambda_h\) and \(\lambda_e\) reorganization energies is comparable (\(\Delta \lambda = 0.12\) eV), which is sufficient for them to act as good ambipolar charge carrier mobility. As a result, it may reduce the charge trapping pathways in the device.

Table 2. Calculated Hole (\(\lambda_h\)) and Electron (\(\lambda_e\)) Reorganization Energies of model polymer at B3LYP/6-31G* Level (Energies in \(\text{eV}\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Hole</th>
<th>Electron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimer</td>
<td>(\lambda_h)</td>
<td>(\lambda_e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental section

\(^1\)H and \(^13\)C NMR spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker spectrophotometer using CDCl3 (\(\delta = 7.26\) ppm) with tetramethylsilane (TMS, \(\delta = 0\)) as internal standard. Mass spectra were taken on MALDI—mass Bruker ultraflextreme spectrometer by using 4-HCCA (\(\alpha\)-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid) matrix. Elemental analysis was carried out using Euro Vector S.P.A, Euro EA 3000 CHNS elemental analyzer.
Table 3 Summary of the excited state electronic transitions obtained from the TD-DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G* level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model systems</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Absorption (nm)</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Oscillator strength (F)</th>
<th>Dominant contribution (%)</th>
<th>Exp (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FBPAN</td>
<td>S_1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>1.2629</td>
<td>H→L (82%), H→L+2 (15%)</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_2</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.9764</td>
<td>H→L+2 (81%), H→L+1 (15%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.3118</td>
<td>H→L+2 (84%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomer</td>
<td>S_1</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.6923</td>
<td>H→L+1 (66%), H→L+1 (31%)</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_2</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.6494</td>
<td>H→L+1 (66%), H→L+1 (31%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_3</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.9170</td>
<td>H→L+1 (72%), H→L+1 (13%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_4</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.8395</td>
<td>H→L+1 (95%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimer</td>
<td>S_1</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.9268</td>
<td>H→L (80%), H→L (14%)</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_2</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.4870</td>
<td>H→L+2 (29%), H→L+2 (27%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_3</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.6860</td>
<td>H→L+2 (71%), H→L+2 (16%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*H denotes HOMO and L denotes LUMO.

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of the compounds were recorded on an ABB BOMEM MB3000 spectrometer using KBr pellets. UV-visible absorbance spectra were done on a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra of monomer and copolymers were recorded on a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were done using CHI 600D electrochemical work stations with Ag/AgCl, platinum disc and platinum wire as reference, working, and counter electrodes respectively. Cyclic voltammetry were performed by coating a thin layer of polymers on platinum disc electrode and measurements were performed in acetonitrile medium with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.1M ([Bu4N]PF6)) as support electrolyte. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments of monomer and copolymers were performed on Malvern, DLS instrument. Fluorescence lifetime experiments were done on EDINBURGH (UK), FLS 980 TCSPC instruments. Atomic force micrographs (AFM) were obtained on RUSSIA model: NTEGRA PRIMA instrument at ambient conditions with NT-MDT solver software for analysis, Ireland. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses were performed by Phenompro. Samples for AFM and SEM were prepared by spin coating 300 micro liter of the chloroform solution (2 mg ml⁻¹) and over the surface area of 1.8 cm² of ITO coated glass substrate to simulate the end use device condition. Absolute quantum yield of electroluminescence for polymer was collected by measuring the total light output in all directions in an integrating sphere using EDINBURGH (UK), FLS 980 TCSPC instruments. GIYRD studies were performed on films of the polymers coated on ITO substrates using Bruker AX D8 advance X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα wave length of 1.5406 Å. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using B3LYP functional. The basis set used for the C, H, N atoms was 6-31 Gs. Details of theoretical calculations are provided in the supporting Information.

**OLED fabrication and measurement**

OLEDs of all the monomer and copolymers fabricated using indium tin oxide (ITO) with a sheet resistance 10Ω/square. The substrates were cleaned by a series of ultrasonic processing with acetone, detergent, deionized water in an ultrasonic solvent path. After cleaned solvent bath and then baked in a heating chamber at 120°C and treated with oxygen plasma for 25 mintes before use. The PEDOT-PSS (10-40 nm) solution was spin coated on cleaned ITO substrates and baked in a heating chamber at 200°C for one hour. After the above process 300 ml of polymer solutions with 1 mg/ml concentration in CHCl₃ were spin coated at 200 rpm for 60 seconds to get uniform films of polymers (with thickness 100–150 nm) and the aluminium was coated at 105 Torr. Current–Voltage (I–V) characteristics were studied on a Keithley 2400 source meter. Luminescence–Voltage (L–V) characteristics of the OLEDs were studied using NUCLEONIX type 168 PMT housing with drawer assembly. Electroluminescence spectra of the OLEDs were further measured using a Carey Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) color coordinate values of the thin films of the LEDs were standardized using a Konica Minolta CS-100 Chroma meter in automated mode.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, we introduced an effective approach for the rational design of white light emitting copolymer by incorporating strong AIEEgen as a dopant material. The white light emission is demonstrated, based on derivative of tetraphenylenethene (FBPAN) building blocks alternating with 9,9’-diheptylfluorene core. The AIEE characteristics of FBPAN monomer showed absolute quantum yield of 63.4% in the solid state due to the restriction of intramolecular rotation owing to its twisted conformation. The AIEE active FBPAN rendered the copolymers improved AIEE performance and the copolymers exhibited enhanced emission even at very low feed ratios (0.5%) of AIEEgen compared to reported tetraphenylenethylene-fluorene copolymers with 10% feed ratios. The copolymer of FBPAN 0.5 elucidated a bright white light emission with absolute quantum yield as high as 80.2% due to the formation of “J-aggregates”, which control the unique order of flower shaped supramolecular self-assemblies in the solid state. The single active layer device of copolymer...
FBPAN 0.5 showed pure white electroluminescence with CIE coordinates (0.32, 0.31), which are very close to those of standard white light emission (0.33, 0.33). The maximum luminance, current and power efficiency are 13455 cd/m², 7.56 cd/A, 5.32 lm/W, respectively. The performance of our device is well comparable to that of white organic light emitting devices (WOLEDs) with multilayers and complicated fabrication processes. From the device fabrication point of view, these copolymers provide significant advantage with the balanced charge transport due to the reduced energy offset. It is predicted that, based on our results the rational molecular design strategy can offer many new efficient light emitting materials for next generation.
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Aggregation-induced emission enhancement (AIEE) offers solution to the problem of aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) in solid state; the rational molecular designing of AIEE strategy can offer many new efficient light emitting materials.